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Could someone have dropped 
some pebbles in the wine ?

Over the last few years the expression 
“minerality” has worked its way into 
the vocabulary of sommeliers and wine-
lovers. And with this disclosure we have 
seen a reappearance of aromas seeming 
to come straight out of the rock, accom-
panied by a forgotten taste of terroir. 
Indeed, following their “liberation” these 
characteristics are now finding their way 
into wine cellars and our consciousness.

So what is this “minerality” ?

Hidden behind this neologism with 
cloudy contours we find a combination 
of sensations : olfactive, gustative and 
tactile. Sensations that can be disco-
vered during a tasting of Chablis ; the 
archetype of “mineral” wines.
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This affair is the cause of much com-
motion in the small world of œnologists 
and wine-lovers. Since the 1970’s, wine 

tasters from around the world have thought that 
agreement was reached regarding a common lan-
guage : to each his own perception, but a shared 
vocabulary for all. Resulting in precise, yet uni-
versal terms to describe an aroma or a bouquet. 
Œnology even went so far as to “collar” certain 
difficult-to-tag sensations using chemical formu-
las with polyphenols, aldehydes or esters.

And then, without anyone really knowing when 
or how, a mysterious word burst into the nicely 
organised lexicon, a hazy sort of term without 
boundaries that no-one, until now, has been able 
to define : minerality.

Tense and vigorous

The word “minerality” does not appear in any 
of the ancient tomes about wine. So what mea-
ning do we attribute to this term that does 
not exist ? And where should look in order to 
unearth this minerality ? A few tasters believe 
to have caught a hint of it in some red wines.
They are still looking… This is because the clues 
are far more numerous in white wines. The best 
sommeliers, working as sleuths, have found tra-
ces of it by following the Loire upstream then 

branching off towards Burgundy and Alsace. 
They found its tracks in Muscadet, Sancerre, 
Chablis and Riesling. But the quarry does not 
allow itself to be caught that easily. It requires a 
meticulous examination to identify the telltale 
aromas : flint, gunflint, chalk, pencil graphite, 
steeliness…

Some experts can recognize notes of petro-
leum ; others find traces of seashells and iodine. 
And yet there is that odd sensation : something 
similar to holding a pebble in your mouth.

Damien Leclerc, managing director of la 
Chablisienne takes us deeper into the des-
criptive metaphors. His words to describe this 
notion are “those first big raindrops that fall 
and dry just before a storm on a hot, dry day” 
beautifully expressing the concept of minera-
lity. There is a sudden refreshing sensation that 
invades the atmosphere, while at the same time 
there is tension in the air. A sort of energy, like 
before an earth tremor. 

“Minerality also exudes a certain form of purity, a 
crystalline expression of the wine” he concludes.
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An overused term

This mineral world, which is pure and hard, 
reveals it self only gradually. It is subtle and shy ; it 
does not present itself in the first sip. Wines with 
this mineral quality are complex and thus tricky 
to describe. The description is sometimes clum-
sy and often subjective, even abstract. To such a 
point that the clues are difficult to distinguish.

In a tale by Charles Perrault, a trail of pebbles 
allows the children to find their way home. In the 
world of wine these same pebbles play tricks on 
the tasters and lead them astray. This is because 
minerality is now popping up everywhere ; the 
concept is modern, very fashionable. “A little 
while ago consumers wanted full, powerful wines 
with buttery, even heady aromas. Today however, 
they are looking for more airy, dynamic wines”, 
explains Damien Leclerc. And as the customer is 
always right, winemakers and wine merchants are 
only too ready to serve him what he wants  and 
well chilled.

Certain salespeople of few scruples will even go 
so far as to find minerality where it doesn’t exist. 
Thus a great many wines with excessive acidity 
due to unripe grapes at harvest are (too) quickly 
tagged as “mineral”. We could reasonably argue 
that “minerality” is being used as a cover-up for 
other faults. And this is before wine lovers have 

even had the time to make sense of the idea. It is 
in danger of losing its identity before having had 
a chance to be overused.

Oysters that give off sparks

There are few people nowadays who deny that 
minerality exists. And those who have not noti-
ced it while drinking a Riesling or a Chablis are 
equally rare. Minerality is a recent neologism, yet 
the notion has floated above certain vineyards for 
a considerable time… in Chablis, before the word 
was even invented, there was already mention of 
“a flinty taste”. In fact, it is more about an odour : 
when infantrymen of the XVIIth century fired 
their muskets, the flint and steel parts forming 
the firing mechanism would strike each other, 
giving off a particular smell. This is the odour 
that has remained in our memories…

As for the flint, there is none to be found in the 
soils of Chablis : there has never been any. If you 
scrape away the soil between the rows of vines 
you will find oysters ! More precisely they are 
fossilized oysters that geologists have named 
Exogyra Virgula. But what is the connection 
between these bivalves and minerality ? And how 
did they arrive in Burgundy, many hundreds of 
kilometres from the sea ?

Damien Leclerc compared two wines, concentra-
ting on their minerality : one is a Riesling 1998 
from a top quality producer and the other is a 
Chablis Premier Cru Vaulorent 2002 (from La 
Chablisienne).

“When tasting the Riesling, the minerality expres-
ses itself through flinty aromas with some nuan-
ces of hydrocarbons” he explains. “The wine is 
racy and tense. It is a relatively cold, oblique mine-
rality in this wine; it is very gravely, very “terroir”, 
strongly showing the soil and the roots.
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The Vaulorent 2002, on the other hand, shows 
a rising dynamic with a more aerial minerality, 
almost “sea-spray” and this imbues it with a lot 
of energy. The mineral quality is very iodized 
and is especially noticeable in the mouth with 
a sensation that is almost salty resulting in a 
strongly mouth-watering finish.”

Two wines, two forms of minerality, two grapes 
and two different soils. Riesling is found on 
sandstone, schist, granite, marl, limestone 
and even volcanic rock. Chablis prefers the 
famous Kimmeridgian soil. A terrain formed 
in the Upper Jurassic period, some 150 million 
years ago, at a time when France was submer-
ged by a tropical sea.

At this time, Chablis looked more like a lagoon : 
a pretty post card with the occasional dinosaur 
posing for photos, scattered about on the spo-
radic parcels of dry land and a few strings of 
islands.

It was in these shallow waters that Exogyra vir-
gula oysters and other molluscs built huge reefs 
that created a very special geological layer : the 
Kimmeridgian. Limestone rock mixed with clays 

was thus formed. Following the retreat of the 
sea, this rock broke down to give birth to sur-
face soils. Then, in the XIIth century, Cistercian 
monks started to plant vines in this soil. And 
the vines they planted were a variety from 
Burgundy : Chardonnay.

Springtails and earthworms

Many people today, when gazing at a glass of 
Chablis, Riesling or even Champagne, would like 
to see some manifestation of the terroir. But 
is there really a link between the soil and the 
wine ? And what role do the minerals contained 
within the rock play in all this ?

Chardonnay is the most widely grown variety in 
the world. From the USA to Australia, via Chile 
and South Africa, it is found everywhere. Yet 
not all Chardonnays give us mineral wines. And 
minerality is not found in Chardonnay alone...

Chablis winemakers are convinced, broad-
casting loud and strong that their wine 
has “the taste of its origins”, before adding 
“Chardonnay reaches its peak on the 
Kimmeridgian chalky marls”. In fact, how can 
one otherwise explain the mineral quality of 
Chablis if it is not due to the rock ? Varieties 
and vinification techniques can be copied in 
the four corners of the world, but the result 
would never be the same as in Chablis…

But the mineral world is inherently inert. 
Between the rock and the vine one should start 
by looking in the earth.

“And how could that mineral 
quality of Chablis be explai-
ned, if it is not because of the 
rock ?” 
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By digging a little in “protected” soil we find 
many thousands of micro-organisms in each 
gram of earth : bacteria, fungi, springtails, mites, 
woodlice and, in a larger size, earthworms. All 
of these groups share the terrain and scientists 
admit to having identified only half of the 
various subterranean species.

However they have noticed that the species were 
different according to the type of underlying 
rock. Certain species are even endemic to one 
soil or one region. The life teeming beneath our 
feet is therefore not exactly the same in Alsace 
as in Burgundy.

So could mites, woodlice and springtails change 
the character of a wine ?

The marriage 
of mineral and organic

Winemakers do not stride through their plots 
with a microscope at hand, and yet they know 
they are not alone in working the ground. 
They have a good idea of the relentless work 
of these billions of organisms, crucial for the 
good growth of the vine. In truth it is the com-
bined action of the micro flora and fauna that 
provides the minerals which the plant needs.

The mechanism is quite well-organized : by 
photosynthesis, the vine produces sugar, a 
part of which is sent to the roots to “feed” 
bacteria. These bacteria in turn secrete acids 
which attack the rock thus releasing minerals 
(phosphorus, magnesium, iron, iodine…)

Next comes an unlikely connection between the 
mineral world and the organic. Silicon, alumi-
nium and humus (the product of decomposing 
organic matter), are brought together by this 
microscopic hoard, where each species know 
its role. The result is a clay-humus complex 
that has biologists in wonder. This “thing” cer-
tainly has some intriguing properties : it acts 
as a magnet, attracting the minerals extracted 

by the bacteria via an exchange of electrons 
in ionic form. The clay-humus complexes the-
refore constitute a genuine 24/7 “pantry” for 
the vine, a mineral store from which the roots 
can draw its needs.

Thus, once again, we see how well nature is 
organised. But beyond that, the world of clays 
is incredibly complex. According to the type of 
rock and the different soil micro-organisms, the 
clays will have different characteristics.

And according to the type of clay, the vine assi-
milates the minerals in different ways. Surely 
there must be an influence on the nature of the 
wine… and its minerality.

Cultivating minerality

Despite their lack of appeal, these little beas-
ties play a crucial role in the life of the vine. 
Even without the use of a microscope, most 
wine growers understand why this life, six feet 
underground, must be preserved by limiting 
the use of pesticides and chemical fertilisers… 
or by converting to organic agriculture. Just like 
the rock, these micro-organisms are an integral 
part of the terroir.

“Chardonnay reaches its peak 
on the Kimmeridgian chalky 
marls”
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Kimmeridgian extracts

Not too long ago all this underground activity 
was of little interest to œnology. Œnologists 
preferred looking into the depths of their vats 
and barrels to study the secret, miraculous 
labour of yeasts ; organisms that can, unaided, 
transform basic grape juice into a noble wine. 
In their cauldron, œnologists have observed 
the fermentation phenomena and have learned 
to master organic components. They can now 
add or remove tannin, acidify or de-acidify, 
increase or decrease alcohol… but minerality 
eludes them still.

Could it be that the minerals from the rock 
float about in the stew without being seen ? 
They are certainly in the grapes in minute 
quantities. We are talking of nitrogen, potas-
sium, calcium and magnesium ; minerals 
coming from the rock, but also from soil 
amendments (organic or otherwise) and proba-
bly from decomposed and mineralised organic 
matter (leaves, dead animals etc), in the uppers 
layers of the soil.

By playing at sorcerer’s apprentice and hea-
ting the musts to the point of evaporating all 
volatile components, we find traces of these 
minerals in the dry matter… should we the-
refore conclude that there really are extracts 
of Kimmeridgian rock in Chablis or a touch of 
Belemnite chalk in Champagne ?

Wine growers too, have their part to play. They 
are the on-site operatives “managing” the vine. 
Working the ground, pruning, trimming, thin-
ning leaves etc. The know-how of the grower is 
first judged during the harvest when, in a single 
grape, the value of each of his actions is revea-
led in the concentration of sugars and acids.

But can wine growers manage the vine in order 
to obtain a more mineral wine ? Can they deve-
lop minerality through cultivation ?

“We obtain wines with a greater minerality 
from old vines” explains Damien Leclerc. “They 
have a more developed network of roots that 
dig deeper into the ground”. This indicates 
that it is best to go and find the minerality 
at the source. The Cistercian monks used to 
plant thousands of vines per hectare, thus 
creating competition between the roots and 
forcing them to plunge deeper and deeper. 
However there is a subtle equilibrium at play, 
especially in the intimate rapport between 
plant material and its environment… high 
yields per hectare can sometimes be linked to 
ripening problems.

There are wine growers today who mechani-
cally eliminate surface roots in order to oblige 
the vine to explore deeper soils. Most growers 
particularly avoid compacting the ground so as 
to encourage the patient work of earthworms 
who mix and aerate the soil ; this in turn helps 
the roots to penetrate more easily.

As a consequence of increasing the surface  
area for vine-soil exchange, wine growers could 
also contribute to the minerality of a wine. 
In that case, where should we look for these 
minerals that are brought to the vine by the 
micro-organisms and by the wine grower ?
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The idea is now commonly accepted. For some 
people these minerals could act as flavour 
enhancers like table salt. Others find sensa-
tions similar to those detected in the different 
mineral waters : bitter or metallic sensations in 
slightly mineralised water, fresh and neutral 
in moderately mineralised. Then, in heavily 
mineralised water ; salty and often astringent 
characteristics.

Could it be that the dissolved minerals in 
the wine give us the refreshing nature – and 
almost electric energy – that one notices in the 
physical contact with Chablis ?

Scientists are sceptical and prefer not to pro-
nounce judgement. While these minerals are 
present in minute quantities in the wine, as 
trace elements in ionic form, the scientists 
would have us believe that such a “pebble 
soup” must be utterly insipid and completely 
imperceptible. The notion that minerals are 
extracted from the rock to pass directly into 
the wine, in order to be smelt and tasted, is 
not really credible. 

Romantic, marketing, but not scientific…

The creation 
of aromas and flavours

And yet these mineral aromas are present the 
bouquet of a Montée de Tonnerre or a Château 
Grenouilles bears witness. So where do these 
aromas come from ? Were they created by the 
plant itself or by the yeasts in the magic potion 
of the œnologist's pot ?

Minerals and oligo-elements are indispen-
sable to Man's biology. Why therefore would 
it be different for the vine ? As in humans, 
these minerals play the part of co-enzymes 
to activate vital chemical reactions in the 
plant. They are found in photosynthesis, for 
example, and in the production of odorant and 
sapid molecules i.e. in aromas and flavours.

Minerals therefore help chemical reactions. 
Added to this is the fact that each grape variety 
has its own genetic programming and will the-
refore fashion its aromas and flavours in its own 
way. Lastly there is vinification, in which these 
molecules are “remodelled” by yeasts, beneath 
the watchful eye of the wine grower and the 
œnologist. The final result is a collection of 
fruity, floral, oaky notes… While the acids and 
sugars find their equilibrium...

Is minerality created in the same way ? Are aro-
mas of flint, graphite or iodine formed on the 
same production line ?

We are told by science that minerals have no 
smell. Sulphur only gives off its suffocating 
odour when burning. Without the addition 
of organic compounds from algae or animals, 
iodine doesn’t add much to that sea-air smell. As 
for the whiff of gunflint, scientists have finally 
identified the culprit as benzenemethanethiol, 
a compound that has nothing mineral about it 
and which is more commonly classed in the 
empyreumatic aroma group, the family presen-
ting the “toasted” or “burnt” aromas.



Acidity and minerality

Mineral aromas therefore, have something 
organic about them. Scientists, however, have 
their own language which is different to that of 
wine lovers. And for this last group, all words, 
word-associations and the resulting mental 
images are acceptable to describe a difficult 
to tag sensation… but which is too spectral 
for scientific analysis. If we forget chemical 
formulae for a moment, we notice that with a 
Muscadet, a Riesling or a Chablis, we are lead 
along a pathway of mineral sensations.

Damien Leclerc brings home the point : 
“Muscadet, Riesling and Chablis are all wines 
with a dominant acid nature. Acidity remains one 
of the essential conditions for the expression of 
minerality even in insufficient quantities”

Acidity is an essential component in wine. By 
bringing freshness, it is a crucial part of the 
balance. It is the acidity that gives “bite” and 
liveliness. If acidity is insufficient the wine 
is “flabby” ; with too much acidity the wine is 
“green”. Three different types of important 
acid : lactic, acetic and succinic are brought in 
by fermentation. Three more originate in the 
grape : tartric, malic and citric.

Œnology has shown that the composition of the 
subsoil, in which the vine draws its nutriments, 
has great influence on the strength and number 
of acids found in the grape and, subsequently, in 
the wine. Volatile acids, therefore, which could 
be the vectors of mineral aromas. We must not 
forget that apart from the six predominant acids, 
there are no less than 30 to 40 other acids found 
in a wine.

Minerals therefore favour production of acids of 
varying strengths and quantities according to the 
soil type. The grape variety – with its genetic pro-
gramme – could synthesize hydrocarbon aromas 
in a Riesling, or iodine in Chablis, which would 
then be supported and revealed by the acids. 
Furthermore we find that it is the aromas (odour 
molecules that have poor solubility in water or 
saliva), rather than tastes or flavours that will be 
perceived in the naso-pharyngeal duct.

To resume therefore : the direct “acidity-mine-
rality” relationship would appear too simple and 
“reductive”. Primarily there must be a soil, or 
terroir, on which a grape inclined to production 
of acidic wines, will be able to generate this 
minerality. Saying that “Chardonnay reaches 
its peak on the Kimmeridgian chalky marls” is 
therefore not just a point of view...
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Left or right bank of the Serein

While all these hypotheses are being hotly dis-
cussed and while tasters’ heads are starting to spin 
through having to look for minerality in Riesling 
or in Champagne bubbles, we should return to 
Chablis. All around this peaceful little village, 
cross-cut by the river Serein, we find vine-covered 
slopes and plateaus : these are the lands of Petit 
Chablis, Chablis, Chablis Premier Cru and Chablis 
Grand Cru, sitting on its magical mound.

If this minerality can express itself differently 
from region to region depending on soil and 
grape variety, it also has different identities 
within the same vineyard. From one location 
to another along the Serein, it is not exactly 
the same story. “On the right bank one finds 
a more dynamic, airy and sunny type of mine-
rality tastes from the sky” observes Damien 
Leclerc. “On the left bank, the minerality is 
more pebbly, chalky and austere tastes from 
the soil”. Thus while a Château Grenouilles has 
a more skywards orientated minerality, that of a 
Montmains is turned towards the ground. Two 
different expositions and two different mine-
ral styles. “But it is not just binary”, continues 
our guide. “They are truly different nuances 
of mineral”. In what appears to be a movement 
around the earth, the sun too has decided to 
become involved in the mineral debate and it 
is more to the north of the river Loire, that it 
has shown its favour (albeit in a parsimonious 
fashion). This is where sommeliers, those fines 
sleuths, followed it. This is because the cool-
ness of the climate also seems to collaborate 
in the elaboration of mineral expression. The 
Chablis vineyard, acting as a sort of northern 
sentinel for the vines of Burgundy, has thus pic-
ked a prime spot.

A revelation

The sun also plays a part in the yearly variations. In 
2003, the year of the heat wave in France, the condi-
tions differed greatly from 2005, a vintage with a 
more classic meteorological profile. According to 

Damien Leclerc, “In the 2005 vintage, the mineral 
quality revealed itself in january/february 2006, 
some five or six months after the harvest. In the 
2003 wine, the mineral signature was not noticeable 
until six years later ! But minerality is not a block 
of stone frozen at a specific moment” he continues 
“Once bottled in the wine, it is a little like tectonic 
plate action : it moves. Minerality needs time”.

After its journey through the rock and through 
the earth on the back of a bug like a springtail 
or a mite ; then being part of the individual 
expression of a grape variety then revealing itself 
during vinification, and maybe even transformed 
by the various acids, minerality still maintains a 
touch of mystery.

“All of these arguments prove, as if it were 
really necessary, that tasting is not an exact 
science”, concludes Damien Leclerc, our guide 
in this pursuit of minerality. “A written or spoken 
record of our perceptions is sometimes beyond 
us but, in a way, that's reassuring, as it leaves 
plenty of room for emotions and pleasure… 
And that's what it's all about, non ?”

We wish you the best of mineral emotions ! 

january 2010
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OVERINDULGENCE IN ALCOHOL IS DANGEREOUS FOR YOUR HEALTH. PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY


